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Wednesday, March 7, 2018

6:46 PM

Today:
Clouds from instability, orographics and weather systems
Admin stuff:
Shower curtain project
Article on ice formation
Email on posting details?
http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html

Clouds = droplets or ice MOVING UPWARDS
Lift mechanisms:
1. Instability
2. Orographics: terrain, mountains
3. Synoptic scale weather systems. Both at warm and cold fronts; cold air pushes
under in a cold front, warm air overruns in a warm front.
4. Convergence: shoreline temperature differences

Clouds classified by
A. Structure: stratus = flat layers, cumulus = clumps
B. Base height:
a. low: up to 6500 ft (above ground, not from sea level) and vertically developed (includes
cumulonimbus)
b. middle: 6500 to 23,000 ft
c. high: 16,000 to 45,000 OVERLAP
Cirrostratus: bright, no observable thickness, thin, uniform veil
Altostratus: darker, may have noticeable thicker regions
Classification guide, one of many
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Classification guide, one of many

• Cloud image submission: Include
1) your edited image
2) your original (unedited) image
3) the appropriate Skew-T diagram
4) a short statement of cloud type and stable or unstable atm.
5) Post on Flowvis.org. Edit your post date to match your cloud date
and time.

Clouds = droplets or ice MOVING UPWARDS
Lift mechanisms:
1. Instability: creates Cumulus clouds
2. Orographics: terrain, mountains
3. Synoptic scale weather systems; local instability. Both at warm and cold
fronts; cold air pushes under in a cold front, warm air overruns in a warm
front.
4. Convergence: shoreline temperature differences and cyclonic uplift

1. Instability driven clouds

If atmosphere is UNSTABLE, the heated air will
continue to go up!
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Dark ground (plowed field etc.) can create
local hot spot, starting a thermal. Mountain
uplift can also trigger start of cycle.

http://www.k3jae.com/wxstormdevelopment.p
hp

Thunderstorm anatomy, visible in Mike Olbinski's time lapse Monsoon IV: https://vimeo.com/239593389?ref=fb-share&1

1) Cumulus joined together, caused by an
inversion, a stable layer that stops upward
Stratocumulus
convection
Formation mechanisms:
2) Stratus broken up. Top reflects UV, visible
http://www.flowvis.org/category/flow-categories/clouds/stratocumulus/
light, cools (maybe radiates IR to space).
Bottom absorbs IR from the earth, warms
Cool on top, warm on the bottom = unstable,
wants to turn over, breaking up stratus layer.
Stratocumulus stratiformus

http://www.flowvis.org/2013/04/11/stratocumulus-boulder-co-18th-of-february-2013at-1131-a-m/

Partial rule of thumb
Cumulus = from instability; local uplift
Stratus = more stable, from widespread uplift

These are GENUS
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Earth

Partial rule of thumb
Cumulus = from instability; local uplift
Stratus = more stable, from widespread uplift

Earth

These are GENUS
For info on Species, Varieties and Accessory Clouds, see
Interesting book on how clouds were first classified and
named ~1804, by Luke Howard
Richard Hamblyn, The Invention of Clouds: How an Amateur Meteorologist Forged
the Language of the Skies (Picador, 2002).

Another rule of thumb (fingers,really)
Measure cloud element size with hand outstretched.
Cirrocumulus= elements smaller than one finger width
Altocumulus = elements between one and three finger widths
Cumulus = elements larger than three finger widths.

2: Orographic clouds, caused by topography, i.e. mountains
Most common interesting cloud in spring is the

Altocumulus lenticularis (higher than 6500 ft above local ground level)
or
Stratocumulus lenticularis (lower)
or
Mountain Wave Cloud, trapped or lee
requires STABLE atmosphere: note exception to unstable/cumulus pairing

Thomas Carney et al.,
AC 00-57 Hazardous
Mountain Winds and
Their Visual Indicators
(Federal Aviation
Administration, 1997),
http://rgl.faa.gov/Regul
atory_and_Guidance_Li
brary/rgAdvisoryCircular
.nsf/0/780437D88CBDA
FD086256A94006FD5B8
?OpenDocument

.

Clouds that sit right
on the Divide =
FOEHN cloud wall.
From air being forced up over
the mountains
Altocumulus lenticularis. Typically 1 to 5 wave crests.
Clouds stay stationary, but may move off and reform periodically
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Ben Britton, FV 2010

If there's more wave crests, or short wavelengths, it's probably NOT a mountain
wave cloud; more likely altocumulus undulatus, from gravity waves in the
atmosphere, like ripples on a liquid surface.
http://www.colorado.edu/MCEN/flowvis/galleries/2007/assignment2.html

Tracy Eliasson FV 2007

Could also be from wind shear, via the Kelvin Helmholtz instability
Rare to be able to see cross section like this
http://cloudappreciationsociety.org/collecting/terry-robinson/

Minute paper: Which way is the wind going?
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Minute paper: Which way is the wind going?
Where is it faster?

Colin Stewart FV 2012 Clouds 1

Foehn clouds suggest winds coming over the mountains: the presence
of a CHINOOK (pre-cold-front, warm, strong, downslope winds, or a
BORA (post-cold-front, cold, strong, downslope winds). Also called cap
clouds.
Pyrocumulus = cloud formed at the top of a wildland fire smoke
plume.

3: Synoptic uplift = weather system clouds.
Weather system progressions; 'synoptic scale' uplifts (1000 km across).
Any type of cloud is possible.
Inserted from: <file://C:\Users\hertzber\Documents\01CLASSES\FlowVis\Content\scanned images\TypWeatherSystem.tif>
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Large areas lift all together = stratus clouds

some
instability

Wind shift across front
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Wind shift across front
Low Pressure System: Air tries to move into low.
Coriolis makes it turn left = counterclockwise
circulation. Typically unstable.

High pressure system: Air tries to move out.
Coriolis makes it turn right = clockwise
circulation. Weak or nonexistent fronts, so no
instability.

Divergence aloft creates convergence and lift at
surface. Pumping action.

http://earth.usc.edu
/
~stott/Catalina/Wea
therPatterns.html

4: Convergence uplift along shorelines

warms quickly,
air rises,
pressure drops

CloudClassificationTable.pdf; Copyrighted, but available in D2L.
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Cool sea breeze is pulled in
during daytime.
Land or shore breeze
happens at night, when
land cools more rapidly
than the water.

pressure drops

CloudClassificationTable.pdf; Copyrighted, but available in D2L.
Also see
Cloud types for observers (PDF, 4 MB) - Met Office 45 pgs
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Land or shore breeze
happens at night, when
land cools more rapidly
than the water.
Note: winds are named for
where they come from
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